Forgiveness is a virtue of the
brave.
~Indira Gandhi

Beth was curled into a fetal position, her head in my lap
and her arms wrapped around my waist. She was
sobbing. I held her distantly, empathetic for the pain
she was feeling but not for its cause—she’d betrayed me.
They’d both betrayed me, and now I was supposed
to pardon them.
“Please, Jessi, you have to forgive me. I’m so, so sorry.”
I stroked Beth's hair. Mascara bled onto my jeans and I
felt her weight shift between sobs. I took no pleasure in
watching her suffer like this, but my own suffering was
so fresh and visceral I had a hard time feeling
compassionately for her. Ultimately, I couldn't endure
the sadness that enveloped us. I said, “It’s okay, Rachel.
Of course I forgive you.”
After she left, I lay awake trying to let it go, but I
couldn’t. I kept flashing back to her confession and to
Henry’s corroboration while a searing pain burned
inside my heart. The shadow kept peeking out from in
between forced forgiveness—make them pay, it said.
Why forgive when you can make them feel as horrible as
you do? It’s not fair that they, the wrongdoers, should be
set free while you continue to suffer.
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The plot began forming despite my best efforts to take
the high road. I preyed on their weaknesses—vanity,
insecurity, shame—and created a rift between them. I
was incredibly impressed by the swiftness with which
my plan took effect, and even more pleased when its
consequences were even more extreme than I’d
intended.
Soon enough, things were more or less back to normal
—I'd made it so I'd never have to see them together, and
my shame slipped back into shadow. Yet, the effects of
my revenge were hardly worth the temporary reprieve
it gave me. As time passed, it became clear that not only
was I going to have to truly forgive them, but I was also
going to have to forgive myself for the devious things I’d
done. I was young and naïve, of course, but I wasn’t
stupid. I’d let my own shame and insecurities get in the
way of doing what was right, and I had to atone for it
later. If I’d simply allowed myself a proper grieving
process and actively worked through forgiveness, I’d
have saved myself a hell of a lot of stress and shadow
work in the long run.
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Forgiveness—easy to conceive, difficult to achieve.
Saying “I forgive you” is common practice in our
culture, so much so that we often feel compelled to say
it even when we don't mean it. Due to this, many of us
walk around with a collection of grudges tucked neatly
in our psycho-spiritual suitcases. Some of these grudges
are so veiled in shadow that we have no idea that we
still hold them, and so have no idea how keenly they
influence our behavior. When we fail to forgive, we
develop a warped perception of the world—we focus on
the negative aspects of a person’s behavior while
ignoring the positive. We close ourselves off to intimacy.
It becomes easier for us to assume that everyone's acting
in accordance to some insidious agenda, causing us to
project false truths onto the world at large. It's a
slippery slope into full-blown misanthropy, a condition
that rarely inspires peace and happiness.
Truthfully, our intense emotional reactions to betrayal
do serve a purpose—they allow a process of imprinting
that allows for a distinct recollection of the conditions
that led us to harm (and thus, the conditions we'd best
be wary of in the future). However, if we find ourselves
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unable to forgive and release once we’ve learned this
lesson, it’s much more detrimental to our health and
wellbeing than the betrayal itself ever was, and we run
the risk of developing chronic blockages that influence
our relationship with others.
So, what can we do about it? How do we free ourselves
from the negative attachments formed by
betrayal/abuse and cleanse our souls of the anger and
resentment that holds us hostage? Of course, there’s no
one-size-fits-all method of achieving a mindset of
forgiveness, but there are some practices and methods
that have helped many release resentment and invite
compassion into their lives. Being a witch and a
moonchild, I’ve found the most effective of these to be a
riutual of forgiveness, and in these humble pages, I
offer you my personal forgiveness ritual in the hopes
that it may serve you as well as it’s served me.
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It’s one of the greatest gifts
you can give yourself, to
forgive. Forgive everybody.
~Maya Angelou

I've thoroughly described this from top to bottom,
beginning to end and everything in between because I
wish to make you keenly aware that forgiveness, my
friends, is a process. Sometimes, it takes multiple rituals
to truly forgive someone and release the painful
emotions associated. And, even when you've successfully
completed a process of forgiveness, a memory or similar
event could trigger a shadow relapse that requires you
to restart the process. It’s okay to feel forgiveness in
waves, and it’s okay to experience periodic resurgences
of resentment. The best thing you can do in terms of
forgiveness practice is to hold space for yourself and
keep trying. No one’s perfect and no life is perfect. As
long as you keep coming back, you’ll continue to reap
the benefits.
This ritual’s designed to be created and performed
within a period of seven days. Although seven
consecutive days may be useful in the service of focus
and continuity, there’s no reason why you can’t spread
them over the course of two weeks, or even three. As
you’ll see, I’ve included an appendix that describes how
to align this ritual with the traditional moon phase
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correspondences. For quick reference, the waning moon
holds the perfect energy for release work, the new moon
for intention-setting, and the waxing/full for
manifestation work. Given this, it may be more
appropriate to break the ritual into three parts—one for
the waning moon, one for the new moon, and one for
the waxing moon.
Regardless of how you perform your ritual, I
recommend following days one through five
consecutively because they’re designed to get you
focused and to do the preparatory work needed to make
your ritual super-effective. Honestly, I mirror my own
process to that of writing an essay—intention-setting is
thesis creation, reframing is considering the counterpoint, gathering your materials is collecting examples
and resources to prove your position, and writing
statements of release and forgiveness are akin to writing
the rough draft (good goddess, do I love English). The
ritual itself becomes the explosive final draft, and if
you’re thorough in terms of preparation, you should be
pretty amazed by what you’re able to accomplish
catharsis-wise. I recommend that you first read through
the entire process before you start creating your ritual—
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this way, you know what to expect and you have a
greater context for all of the work that you’ll be doing
leading up to it.
I wish you strength and success as you embark on your
forgiveness journey, and deeply hope that this ritual
deepens your practice and helps you attract the energies
you seek. So mote it be.
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Everything that happens in the
universe starts with intention.
~Deepak Chopra

One of the most important first steps in the forgiveness
process is determining exactly what it is that you’re
seeking to forgive. I know this may seem like a nobrainer, but it can save you a lot of work in the long
run. For example, say your relationship with your
father has been strained since childhood. You want to
forgive your father so you can either work towards
mending your relationship or simply letting go of the
power the relationship has over you. Although
your initial intention is likely generalized, it probably
won’t give you the results you’re looking for because it
lacks focus and direction. Anger and resentment that
builds over the course of years often finds its genesis in
multiple disagreements, misunderstandings, and painful
events. Due to this, it’s often more effective to tackle
each of these separately, yet within the context of a
larger whole. As you approach your first ritual, then, it
may be best to compile a list of traumas or events
that have deeply affected you. Once you feel that your
list is comprehensive, choose the mildest offense to base
your first forgiveness ritual around. For me, this was a
series of broken promises that taught me that I couldn’t
trust my father to follow through on his word. With
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this in mind, I generated the following “ritual purpose”
statement: “My intention in performing this ritual is to
forgive my father for his harmful pattern of breaking
promises.”
Once you’re clear on who and what you’d like to
forgive, set aside a time and a space where you won’t be
disturbed (a half an hour to an hour should do). If your
spiritual practice supports it, create sacred space
—manipulate energies in such a way that you feel safe
and protected so you can confidently engage in soul
work that is important and meaningful to you. Methods
of creating sacred space include smudging (burning sage
or a combination of dried herbs to banish any negative
energies), casting a circle (popular in witchcraft and
wiccan traditions), sprinkling consecrated water,
lighting incense, meditation, etc. If you have animal
totems, archetypes, gods, goddesses, ascended masters or
any other sort of ethereal entity that you work with,
feel free to call on them to guide and support you.
Take a moment to honor your pain and to commend
yourself on your strength and resolve. As you prepare
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to explore the ways that the event has affected you,
hold space for any thoughts or emotions that may arise.
With pen and journal in hand, consider the ways that
the behavior or person you’re forgiving has negatively
influenced you. Think of the ways it affects your ability
to take risks or go after what you want. Consider the
impact that it’s had on your relationships and how you
relate to/interact with people. And finally, consider the
potential impact it’s had on your personality and your
perception of the world. Take as long as you need to
think this through, and feel free to record whatever you
choose in your journal.
When I created my first forgiveness ritual, I found this
step of the intention-setting process incredibly helpful
in terms of pinpointing exactly why I continued to hold
resentment many years later. I discovered that I, too,
had inherited a penchant for breaking promises, and
that it caused conflict and misunderstandings in many
of my relationships. I’d internalized that it was okay to
make promises that secured my happiness in the shortterm even if I didn’t intend to follow through with
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them, and that was not okay. I blamed my father for the
subsequent hurt I caused others as a result, leading me
to resent him even more.
I finally realized that if I didn’t take responsibility for
my actions, they’d continue to sabotage my
relationships. I wouldn’t be able to take responsibility
until I’d forgiven my father and in turn stopped
blaming him for my behavior. These realizations
directly resulted from this exercise, so if you’re
tempted to skip this step, I highly recommend that you
don’t!
Next, it's time to consider the desired outcomes of this
ritual—what do you want to achieve by doing it? Are
you looking for a sense of catharsis? Are you seeking to
overcome the effects of resentment, or resentment
itself? Which of your behaviors do you think might
benefit from this forgiveness process? Do you have any
goals or aims that this forgiveness process could
potentially support? Long-term, what do you desire to
achieve through engaging with a forgiveness practice?
Take time to jot down your thoughts in your journal.
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Hold space for yourself as you make these
considerations; uncomfortable emotions may surface,
and that’s natural and okay. If at any time you feel
overwhelmed, feel free to pause and return when you
feel up to it—this is a marathon, not a sprint. Proceed at
a pace that feels comfortable to you and ensures that
you remain healthy and balanced in the process. You've
got this!
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“Instead of saying, "I'm
damaged, I'm broken, I have
trust issues" say "I'm healing,
I'm rediscovering myself, I'm
starting over.”
~ Horacio Jones

One of the most effective ways that I’ve found to tackle
forgiveness is by engaging in a process of reframing—it
can help you view an event in a way that makes it
possible to feel compassion for the person/people who
hurt you, and when we’re able to feel compassion, it’s
often much easier to forgive. I want to stress that it’s
important that you’re truly prepared to revisit this
aspect of your past before you attempt this—it could
potentially trigger some pretty powerful and painful
feelings. In certain circumstances (such as physical
abuse, sexual abuse, or any sort of violence), it may be
recommended that you conduct this exercise in the
presence of a medical professional properly equipped to
address these traumas. If at any time you feel that this
exercise is threatening your mental or physical health
or wellbeing, cease and desist and revisit either in the
presence of a medical professional or when you’re
mentally and emotionally prepared to do so.
Create sacred space in the same way described in Day
One (or according to the traditions of your spiritual
practice). Engage in deep, intentional breaths for five to
ten minutes in order to move into an alpha mindset.
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Once you feel that you’ve reached a state of calm and
receptivity, begin to visualize the event or an example
of the behavior that you’re seeking to forgive. See if you
can vividly replay the event in your mind—take note of
the time of day, your perspective on the location were
the event occurred, what time of year it was, how many
people were there. Once you’re able to conjure all of the
details, begin replaying the event, taking note of which
words or turns of phrase particularly affected you. If
you practice with crystals, you may choose to hold a
grounding stone in your palm to help you maintain
awareness of your body and to give you a safe place to
return to if things become too overwhelming. I’ve
personally performed this exercise multiple times, and
each time I do it, I’m able to remember more than the
time before (either that, or my mind is more creative in
terms of filling in my memory gaps). Just the act of
consciously remembering, of running through the event
in its entirety is cathartic for me. It’s important to note
that the specific details needn’t be completely accurate;
rather, we’re exploring your lingering perception of the
event, and that perception is more important in terms
of healing than utter objective truth is (for our
purposes, anyway).
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The point of this part of the exercise is for you to get
clear on what it is that’s most affecting you so you have
an idea of where your pain and resentment find their
locus.
The second part of this exercise is, debatably, even
more difficult—it asks you to consider the perspective
that the person who hurt you was working through at
the time (those of you who are dealing with forgiving
especially heinous offenses may feel inclined to skip
this part of the exercise. There are some betrayals, such
as physical or sexual abuse, that are inexcusable
regardless, so you don’t have to justify them with this
consideration. Ultimately, the choice is up to you).
Imagine what they may have been thinking at the time
—did they feel threatened by you? Was there something
about you that touched on an element of their shadow
that they weren’t ready to face? If you knew them well,
was there something in their past that could potentially
have influenced their behavior? What did they stand to
lose? Did they scapegoat you? Were you their
“sacrificial lamb”? Were you an excuse for them to
make themselves feel better?
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In the case of my father’s broken promises, I realized
that he made them because he sincerely wanted to
follow through on them. He knew that they would make
us happy, and deep down, he wanted to make us happy.
Sometimes, however, he simply promised things he
couldn’t afford. Other times, he didn’t feel like doing
them and didn’t understand the affect that breaking
them would have on us. My mother tended to protect
him from criticism because he’d received so much as a
child, so she wouldn’t let us tell him how disappointed
we were. When I began reframing the situation in this
way, it was utterly transformative—I began feeling a
compassion for my father that I’ve never felt before. I
realized that the world doesn’t move according to the
laws of governance projected onto it by my unique
paradigm, and what hurts or offends me may never
occur to the person whose actions affected me.
If reframing is too difficult for you to attempt at this
time, don’t feel that you can’t follow through with the
ritual. I’ve performed this ritual without reframing
many times, and although it wasn’t quite as effective, it
was still incredibly useful in terms of my overall
forgiveness practice.
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Who knows—someday, you may feel prepared to
reframe, and when you are, you can perform this ritual
again and see whether or not it’s more effective at
helping you reach your outcomes than before. Honestly,
some rituals must be repeated multiple times until you
finally feel release in the way you desire, and if that’s
the case with you, congratulations—you’re just like the
rest of us! In the service of full disclosure, I’ve never
been able to truly forgive someone until I saw their
actions through the lens of compassion. As long as I was
focused on what they did to me, the resentment
persisted. It was only when I attempted to empathize
that I was able to consider less vindictive motives for
their actions—insecurity, misunderstanding, shame,
fear, protection…we’re only human, after all, and
despite our best intentions, we make mistakes.
Sometimes, those mistakes hurt people. In no way does
this fact justify actions that are harmful and
inconsiderate. What it may do for you, at least, is help
you in your process of forgiveness.
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Give me six hours to chop
down a tree and I will spend
the first four sharpening the
axe.
~Abraham Lincoln

In my spiritual tradition, symbolism is queen—the use
of symbols in ritual make the working much more
potent and effective because symbols speak to the
unconscious itself. Therefore, it’s useful to gather
materials that symbolize different archetypes, energies,
and experiences to help us manifest, channel, or release.
In the case of a forgiveness ritual, it’s often handy to
have an object that calls to mind negative associations so
that these emotions can be symbolically released. One of
the most effective ways to promote symbolic release is
through burning—when something's reduced to ash, it is
chemically transformed into the stuff from which new
growth springs. I've burned copious things that hold
negative connotations over the years, and it's been
incredibly cathartic. It’s important to note that if you
do plan on burning something, make sure that you that
take the necessary safety precautions.
If burning doesn’t resonate with you (or the object
you’ve chosen is flame resistant), burying works just as
well. Just make sure you’ve chosen a location to bury
the object in beforehand (for those of you who prefer to
perform rituals inside, it’s best to bury your object
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Don't block the exit. If
someone wants to leave,
release them and hold on to
your peace.
~Thema Davis

before you do your forgiveness ritual. Make sure that
you speak words of release aloud or in your head as
you’re covering the object, or create a mini-release
ritual to perform outside before your bury).
It’s also good to include an object that symbolizes love
and compassion to remind you of the universal source of
forgiveness. For me, this is my rose quartz gemstone and
a witch’s bottle a created specifically for the purpose of
connecting to my heart chakra. For others, it’s a picture
of a beloved grandparent or relative that stirs these
emotions. For some, it’s their first rosary. Honestly,
whatever brings you a sense of peace and calm joy will
work.
Another object I find useful is one for the banishing or
neutralization of negative energy. For me, this is a
smudge stick and black tourmaline and snowflake
obsidian. For some, it may be a comfort object, like a
stuffed animal or a security blanket. Whatever makes
you feel protected and safe is recommended.
If there’s anything else that you feel pulled to include
in your forgiveness ritual, don’t be remiss in adding it
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to your gathered materials. When I set up my altar for
workings, I include a collection of crytals, candles and
candleholders, bird feathers and mala beads. These each
hold a special significance to me, and because they do,
they work to make my rituals more powerful!
Before we can invite forgiveness into our hearts, it’s
often necessary to release our anger, pain, and
resentment over what occurred. This does not mean that
you have to forget what happened (or that you ever
could). Rather, it’s intended to release you from the
power and control that this relationship or event has
over you so that you can move on from it in a self-loving
way. Expressing your thoughts and emotions on paper
(and by subsequently reciting them during the ritual) is
powerful—it gives you a voice and empowers you to take
back the sovereignty that was stripped from you. By
banishing/releasing these unhelpful thoughts and
emotions, you place yourself in a position to do
something in terms of moving on. For those of you who
struggle to put your thoughts or emotions into words (or
those of you who work well with a reference point), I’ve
provided my own release statement (or release spell to
witchy folk) below:
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I release my attachment to this event.
I release the painful way it made me feel.
I release its continued effect on me and the power it
exercises over me.
It will no longer prevent me from bringing abundance
in my life.
It will no longer convince me that I am unworthy of
love, compassion, or respect.
I banish its ability to make me feel poorly about myself.
I banish the resentment it has caused to build inside of
me.
I see its shackles slipping off of me.
I see it leaving me, floating into the ether, drifting
away.
If it lingers, I send it away from me.
I deserve to be free.
I deserve to be unburdened.
I deserve to be happy.
While speaking it aloud in ritual, repeat it three times
in order to intensify its effect on your psyche and on
the universe.
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I forgive you. Not for you, but
for me.
~Beau Taplin

Writing a forgiveness letter is one of the most important
aspects of this ritual. If you take one thing from this
entire process, let it be writing a letter of forgiveness!
This is something that you do not have to send or share
with the person you’re writing to if you don’t want to.
This letter is for you. It is an opportunity for you to
express your most guarded thoughts and emotions, to
say what you truly feel and verbalize the effect that
this event/relationship has had on you. The process of
writing it is cathartic in and of itself. Don’t hold back
on this one, my friends. Let the truth be known.
I’m choosing not to include a sample forgiveness letter
because they tend to be highly personal in nature. Just
breathe and allow yourself to channel your true
feelings. Write through the range of emotions that the
person, the event, the trauma, has had and continues to
have on you. It’s important to note that the more
sincerely you approach writing the letter, the more
effective it will be in terms of your healing process.
Sometimes, we’re not ready to forgive, and that’s okay.
Let your intuition guide you. If you feel that you
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simply can't forgive at this time, table it and come back
later. Either way, this letter should be a decent
indication of where you are in the process.
If you feel it necessary, write multiple drafts of the
letter until you've arrived at something that resonates
with you. Reading this letter aloud during your ritual is
its climax, so it's important that it be impactful and
from the heart. Mean it when you say you forgive. Feel
it deeply as you write the words. Cry if you need to.
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We do spiritual ceremonies as
human beings in order to
create a safe resting place for
our most complicated feelings
of joy or trauma, so that we
don't have to haul those
feelings around with us
forever.
~Elizabeth Gilbert

I’ve combined intention-setting, release, and forgiveness
into one ritual for those who aren’t ardent practitioners
of a pagan/witchcraft/esoteric tradition. Within these
traditions, each are commonly performed separately at
different times during the moon cycle. For more
information on how to link this ritual with the moon
cycle, please see A Lunar Appendix.
First, take a look at your intentions, your statement of
release, and your forgiveness letter. Make sure that
everything included in each still resonates with you.
New insights are often revealed through the ritual
planning process, and it’s possible that your perspective
has shifted as a result. Make sure that everything aligns
and resonates before you get into sacred space; rituals
tend to be more effective when there are fewer
interruptions.
Once you’ve secured a space and time where you won’t
be disturbed, you can begin setting up for your ritual. If
it appeals to you, put on some music to help you drift
into a ritual mindset (binaural beats, shamanic
drumming, and Tibetan bowl music work incredibly
well).
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Gather your materials and arrange them on a flat
surface (altar space) as you see fit or as your tradition
dictates. When you feel as if everything is in its right
place, light some smudge/incense and go about creating
sacred space—cast a circle, call your guides, meditate,
do some intentional breathing and dip into alpha
mindset…whatever it is you do to feel connected to the
cosmos. Let your intuition tell you when you’re in the
proper state of mind to begin. For me, I feel the
presence of my matron goddess and the vibrational
pulse of energy all around me. I feel as if I have one foot
in this world and one foot in another, making it possible
for me to stay grounded but communicate with the
cosmos at the same time.
Begin by reading your intentions aloud. Do so mindfully
and with focus. If you have to, read them multiple times
to cement them into your psyche. As you do so, imagine
a coil of energy rising from the tip of your spine, slowly
building into a crescendo until it breaks through your
crown at the conclusion of the third recitation. This is
one of countless methods of charging and releasing—if
your tradition or practice recommends another, by all
means, feel free to use it instead!
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(Note: there’s never one set-in-stone way of doing things,
so take every suggestion I’ve made here in the way that
it’s intended—for reference and use only if it resonates
with you.)
Now is the time to read you statement of release. I
absolutely recommend that you read this at least three
times as well. For me personally, it’s long about the
third repetition that I feel as though I’ve slipped into a
trance and I’m connecting with the universe directly
—my words and intentions are no longer mine but
belong to the cosmos instead. Depending on how
connected I am to feelings of pain and resentment, I
may just keep repeating, building and building the
energy until it reaches a fever pitch and I release it.
The time for release is intuitive for me—I feel when I’m
ready to stop. If this doesn’t happen for you, choose a
predetermined number of repetitions that holds some
significance for you.
Once you’ve charged your statement, dip it into your
candle flame or drop it into your firepit and and set it
on fire. If you're doing this inside, make sure you have
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a fire-safe container to control the blaze.
If you've included photographs or other objects that
represent your negative attachment, now is the time to
burn them. As you do so, please allow for proper
ventilation and have a fire extinguisher nearby. During
a release ritual where I burnt several journals and
photographs, I actually had my fire extinguisher
perched next to me! It wasn’t romantic, but I’m
definitely of the “better safe than sorry” camp.
Once your energy has reached equilibrium again,
prepare to read the forgiveness letter aloud. The tone
and feeling of this aspect of the ritual should be
different—lighter and more purgative, vulnerable and
more receptive. Make sure that you’ve calmed your
pulse and that you breathing has stabilized. If it helps,
hold a crystal that you associate with a higher
vibrational energy, like selenite, citrine, or rose quartz.
The important thing here is that you prepare yourself
to allow the feeling of forgiveness to flood through you,
that you open yourself to feelings of compassion and
understanding. If you feel like crying, cry. This is the
conclusion of the ritual and your catharsis—everything
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has been building up to this moment. When you’ve
finished reading the letter through (once should work
due to its familiar tone and nature), repeat, “I forgive
you” until you feel the swell of compassion and release
swelling up inside of you.
Do any grounding work to help you return to this plane.
Be sure to thank spirits or guides for their assistance if
you were working with them. Repeat as many times as it
takes for you to feel that you’ve truly forgiven this
person. Remember, this is for you—how you feel
determines how you proceed.
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Every ritual is unique. How we feel, the experiences we
have, the thoughts we focus on, our intentions, the tools
we use, the time of year, the astrology, the time of
day…each of these variables contributes something
unique, so no matter how many times a ritual’s
repeated, we emerge with fresh insights. Careful
reflection on ritual ensures that we acknowledge these
insights and explore what they mean in terms of our
spiritual path.
In the witchcraft tradition, the journal where a
practitioner reflects on her ritual work and spell craft is
called a book of mirrors. In it, she records not only the
details the steps she performed, but also the thoughts,
emotions, and visions that her ritual evoked. Those of
you who’ve done guided meditation or astral travel will
be familiar with the symbolism of the subconscious and
how it requires reflection and research to be fully
understood—a book of mirrors is where we record these
symbols and coax meaning from them. Ritual can
inspire immense psycho-spiritual breakthroughs that we
often need to process before we can benefit from
incorporating them—a book of mirrors is where we
purge, process, and understand these breakthroughs.
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Think of it as the logical/analytical companion to
ritual’s more spontaneous and intuitive aspects. Your
ritual provides you with material while your reflection
uses that material to build something new.
How you choose to reflect on ritual is entirely up to
you. I’ve experimented enough to know that there’s “nosize-fits-all” when it comes to processing. The following
are suggestions based on that experimentation, so feel
free to take what you like and add what works for you!
Ritual Reflection Ideas
1. Make a collage inspired by your ritual experience. I
can include deity personification, an illustrative
representation of how you felt then vs. how you feel
now, the dominant color palette of your “mind trip” (if
you experience one, that is), a poem that expresses your
feelings, etc. Honestly, the possibilities are endless.
2. Paint your emotions. Don’t worry about the final
product—the aim here is to experience therapeutic
release, especially if you’re feeling overwhelmed by the
insights the ritual showed to you.
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3. Allow yourself to write stream of consciousness, or
without a critical filter (this is my absolute favorite, by
the way). You’ll be amazed by how furiously your swept
up in the current and how cleansed you feel afterward.
4. Journal with a purpose. Describe your emotions.
Record your thoughts. Be honest with yourself and try
to get to the root of your reaction.
5. Approach your reflection with the mind of a scholar
—provide every last detail exhaustively and use that
information to design a better ritual next time.
6. Create a tarot spread that speaks directly to your
ritual experience. Give yourself a reading, and record
the insights it provides to you.
7. Write an ode to forgiveness—a poem that extolls the
joys and virtues of releasing resentment and letting go
of pain. You can make it as high falutin or as lowbrow
as you desire. You can even make it satirical—whatever
helps you get comfortable with the idea of forgiveness
and further familiarizes you with the feelings associated
with it.
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8. You can write the narrative of your ritual experience
in the third person: “Next, she genuflected before her
altar and called the corners and her guides.”
9. Think of where you are right now in your
forgiveness journey and call to mind some literary/pop
culture characters that you identify with. What aspects
of their personality resonate most strongly with you?
What struggles do you share? How did that character
cope/overcome and what can their journey teach you
about your own?
Your Forgiveness Journey
Forgiveness isn’t easy. It isn’t always appropriate, and
even when it is, it can feel painful and unnatural. I
write this for you as one who’s continually undergoing
her own forgiveness journey, as one who experiences
breakthroughs and setbacks, as one who springs forward
and backslides. There is no such thing as a perfect path
of forgiveness like there’s no such thing as a perfect
path, period.
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If you don’t feel the swell of compassion after your first
ritual, that’s totally okay. For the longest time, I didn’t
resonate with rose quartz and I thought, what the hell is
wrong with me? What was wrong with me was that I was
placing way too high of expectations upon myself and
chastising myself every time my plans failed to come to
perfect fruition. This tendency, my friends, rarely
succeeds in advancing us. What does work is a flexible
approach, one that anticipates some obstacles and holds
space for imperfection. And remember—this journey is
for you. It’s not for the people around you who wish you
would “just get over it already.” It’s not for the people
who wronged you, regardless of how guilty or
remorseful they feel. The objective of forgiveness is to
release yourself of the burden of pain and resentment,
to liberate you from thoughts or emotions that are
unhelpful or unloving. Take as long as you need and
repeat steps as often as you need in order to feel the
completion and the release.
I humbly hope that the ritual I’ve shared with you here
helps you embrace forgiveness and let go of limiting
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beliefs that tell you you can’t be free, because you can
be free. And you deserve to be.
Much Love,
Jessi
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The moon—bright, haunting force that she is—is the
celestial body closest to Earth. She is our symbiotic
partner and her pull is so great that she determines the
ebb and flow of tides. Metaphorically speaking, she is
the goddess, the watery feminine that provides balance
to the fiery masculine of the sun. As she orbits our
planet, we see her in her different phases and watch her
cycle repeat ad infinitum.
I’m absolutely enamored with the moon. When I stare at
her surface, I feel as if I’m transported to a different
time and place. I feel her energy raining down on me
and I feel purified by it. Whether this experience is
objective or subjective doesn’t matter—I experience a
deep connection with her, and so I align my workings in
tune with her phases. In the case of forgiveness practice,
this means that I do my release work as the moon
wanes, my intention-setting work when the moon is
new, and my manifestation work as the moon waxes.
These correspondences suggest a different way of
approaching this ritual, and this different way is the
one I actually use. The reason why I didn’t present
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the ritual this way is because I didn’t want to exclude
those who don’t perform ritual according to moon
phases and who aren’t generally witchy or pagan. Ritual
is for all of us, regardless of where our belief systems
lie, and there’s no reason it can’t be performed secularly
(some may disagree, but that’s my take on it).
Release Ritual
We begin our forgiveness practice in consideration of
the waxing moon—the phase that corresponds with
release work. In the witchcraft tradition, it’s important
to let go of anything that’s holding us back so we can
make room for that which we desire to bring into our
lives. Most often, release work addresses negative
thoughts, emotions, and experiences that have been
claiming far too much psycho-spiritual real estate.
Because they arouse feelings of sadness, pain, or
anxiety, they often prevent us from acting in our own
best interest. If you subscribe in any way to the law of
attraction, you have an understanding that the energy
we put out there is the energy we get back, so if we’re
constantly beset with negativity, chances are, that’s
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what will find its way to us. So, as the moon becomes
slimmer and slimmer, we let go of these obstacles to our
health and wellbeing.
The waning moon phase is the perfect time to perform a
release ritual—one that’s specifically dedicated to letting
go of that which is unhelpful. This ritual can be
performed right after you’ve written your letter of
release on day four. I’m still recommending for you to
complete days 1-4 before you do this ritual, because a
holistic awareness of the entire process will help you to
invest in it and commit yourself to it more easily.
This is the ritual where we’re going to burn things, so
get your flame and fire extinguisher ready! Also, if you
use crystals in your practice, surround yourself with
black tourmaline, snowflake obsidian, hematite, and
smoky quartz. Burn a shitload of sage to banish negative
energy. Create scared space in whatever way you do,
call your guides and deities and get into the ritual
mindset. As you recite your statement of release out
loud, burn the pictures you’ve collected. Burn a sigil
you’ve made exactly for the purpose of release.
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Beg the goddess to release you from your pain and
resentment, and allow yourself to get as intense as you
possibly can. Conclude your ritual with a thank you and
ground yourself.
Intention-Setting Ritual
When the moon is new, we’re met with the energy of
potential and possibility. We’ve purged and released
and the blank slate we’ve made is begging us to create.
This is the perfect time to decide where we’d like to go
from here, what energy we want to attract in the coming
weeks and what we plan to do to bring it into our lives.
The new moon is a perfect time, therefore, to perform
an attention-setting ritual. This is the ritual where we
take our intention-setting notes and speak them aloud
to the universe, letting it know that we’re ready to
begin a new chapter. Burn some sandalwood and
frankincense resin on a lit charcoal. Bring selenite and
clear quartz to the party. Prepare for some ritual
mediation, and light some white candles. Contact your
guides, speak to the moon and the universe and read
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your will to the cosmos. Tell yourself and the
mysterious All that what you want in terms of
forgiveness. Say how you wish to feel throughout the
process. Say why you deserve this freedom and release
and make promises of the good you’ll do with your
newfound lightness and buoyancy. Be earnest and
strong—let it be known that there’s no alternative here
—so mote it be.
The Manifestation Ritual
As the moon waxes, we grow in abundance. The energies
of expansion are aligned with our highest good, and
we’re actively seeking to bring that which we desire into
our lives. In terms of forgiveness, this translates to
inviting compassion into our hearts as we attempt to see
ourselves as imperfect beings and to accept that
imperfection in ourselves and others. This is the perfect
time in the lunar cycle to perform your forgiveness
ritual. Surround yourself with high-vibe crystals—rose
quartz, citrine, orange and yellow calcite. Also, in order
to up the potency of your ritual, consider
including rainbow fluorite, amethyst, aquamarine, or
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or any other crystal that you resonate deeply with.
Light the incense you like best. Scatter some pink rose
petals across your altar. Light pink or yellow candles.
Invite your guides. Center yourself. Breathe. Read your
letter of forgiveness and allow your feelings to surface
organically. If you need to cry, cry. If you need to
scream or sing, scream or sing. Surrender yourself to
the universe. Give responsibility back to the person who
hurt you. Tell yourself it’s not your fault. Know
intrinsically that you can’t control others’ behavior and
there’s nothing you can do (short of killing your
feelings) to prevent yourself from being hurt again. Tell
yourself that you have the power to facilitate your own
healing, that you have the power to release resentment
and to decide who and what has access to your heart.
You’re beautiful, capable, and deserving of freedom,
and freedom comes through forgiveness. Much Love.
And much love. And much love.
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Hello, Beautiful People! I'm the tarot reader,
witch, blogger, and Youtuber behind A Ritual
for Forgiveness. If you enjoyed what you read
and would like to learn more, head over to
www.jessihuntenburg.com for all things tarot,
witchy, and woo. Much Love!
Website: www.jessihuntenburg.com
Etsy Shop: https://www.etsy.com/shop/HolyOmTaro
Instagram: @jessi_huntenburg
Twitter: @jessihuntenburg
Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/c/JessiHuntenburg
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